91 chevrolet s10

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! Our customers voted
us 1 in Customer Satisfaction for a reason - because Wabash Valley works hard to make sure
each and every customer is taken care of before, during and after the sale. Make a confident,
stress-free purchase knowing Wabash Valley was voted 1 in Customer Satisfaction by our
customers for the entire Fort Wayne region. Hydraulic Cap, Power steering. Odometer is miles
below market average! That is what makes us the best place in michiana to buy your next pre
owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto. Mishawaka Indiana.
Visit Headers Auto Sales online at headersauto. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Manual
transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. This vehicle is part of our
Budget Row Collection, These cars sell quickly, so hurry in for a test drive, They have no
implied or expressed warranty. We have more inventory so we can offer more selection and
volume discounts. We now offer a wide selection of Certified vehicles. Our Service Department
and Collision Center offer many types of repairs. Since our small family-owned dealership has
been giving our customers great deals and friendly service. Se Habla Espanol! Honored at any
ASE Certified repair facility. We try and make the car buying process as easy and transparent as
possible by offering unbeatable wholesale prices to both Auto Dealers and the Public alike. We
understand that we do business a little differently than the traditional car dealer of the past and
we hope streamlining the process and cutting out the sales gimmicks and middleman will not
only let you buy a quality vehicle at a fraction of the price offered by most Auto Dealers but
hopefully also leave you with a great feeling of an easy, quick, fun experience. That will bring
you back for years to come. Be sure to visit our virtual showroom for available inventory at
iAutoOhio. Bold and beautiful, this Chevrolet S is a meticulous collaboration between
pleasantness and polish. With a Gas V6 4. Anti-lock brakes are standard on the Chevrolet S This
vehicle features cruise control for long trips. The vehicle has a 4. Know you and your
passengers are protected with the front and rear side curtain airbags in it. This small pickup has
front air bags that will protect you and your passenger in the event of an accident. Stay safe
with additional front side curtain airbags. This Chevrolet S10 is equipped with a gasoline
engine. This model shines with a refined green finish. Quickly unlock the vehicle with keyless
entry. The vehicle has an automatic transmission that includes a manual shifting mode. Zip
through town. Park easily, but still have the ability to haul items and head out into the
backcountry. This Chevrolet S10 features a tilt steering wheel. Please confirm the accuracy of
the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 26 Manual 3. Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Price Drop. Not provided. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 43 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Bought it new in '91 and currently have K miles on it. Except for a
transmission seal and some paint issues, no other repairs until K miles. Engine was rebuilt at K
and has been running strong since. I've changed oil every 3K miles since purchase. It's been
stolen twice in the last 3 years and keeps finding its way back home. If it wasn't for the
'peel-and-steal' steering column I would continue to drive it to work every day. Wanted 4WD but
glad I didn't get it now as some people have reported issues over the years with drivetrain. It's
been a pleasure to drive and I've had some heavy loads in it in the last two years. Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. The Chevrolet S is a compact pickup truck that was produced by Chevrolet.
It was the first domestically built compact pickup of the big three American automakers. When it
was first introduced as a "quarter-ton pickup" in for the model year, the GMC version was
known as the S and later renamed the GMC Sonoma. A high-performance version was released
in and given the name of GMC Syclone. The pickup was also sold by Isuzu as the Hombre from
through , but only in North America. An electric version was leased as a fleet vehicle in and
Together, these pickups are often referred to as the S-series. The S-Series ended production in
Brazil in , being replaced by the Chevrolet Colorado , but still with the name S However, the
Arab oil embargo forced GM to consider designing a domestically produced compact pickup
truck. The first S-series pickups were introduced in for the model year. The base engine
manufactured in Japan and imported was a 1. The Chevrolet and GMC models were identical
apart from the grille, tailgate and assorted insignia. An extended cab called the "Club Coupe"
and "Insta-Trac" four-wheel drive were added the next year along with two new engines - a 2.
The sport utility S Blazer and S Jimmy debuted for ; GM was the first to introduce the compact
sport utility, followed by Ford and then Jeep in Following the popularity of the Jeep Cherokee ,
4-door SUV variants were introduced in March as models alongside the badge-engineered
Oldsmobile Bravada. New heavy-duty and off-road suspensions appeared in along with a
hydraulic clutch, while the big news for was the discontinuation of the Cavalier 's 2. The

OHV-derived 2. A much-welcomed 4. The GMC Syclone also appeared that year. The Sonoma
GT bowed in Added to this was the 4. This generation's last year was The S Baja is an optional
appearance package that was put on any four-wheel drive S regular-cab with short-box,
regular-cab with long box and extended-cab with short box from to Extra cost Baja options
included a cargo-net end-gate, aluminum "Outlaw" wheels and a special box-mounted spare tire
carrier with aluminum wheel. In , two-tone paint schemes were available, as well as additional
exterior features such as a wraparound front bumper with fog lamps, lower body ground-effects
moldings and wheel flares, a flush-fitting tailgate valance, rear roll pan state laws permitting ,
and "Cameo" lettering on the doors and tailgate. Debuting in , the GMC Sonoma GT was a
performance package available on the two-wheel drive regular cab short bed Sonoma and was
offered as an alternative lower priced version of its predecessor, the Syclone. The Sonoma GT
was powered by an enhanced Vortec non turbocharged 4. Because the Sonoma GT wasn't built
as a track oriented speed demon like the Syclone, it still retained its payload capacity and
towing ratings meaning that you could still use it like a pickup truck if you so desired. While
sharing the same front and rear bumper as the Syclone and future GMC Typhoon , the aero
package did not have as much of an aggressive look as the Syclone but still featured
bumperettes, lower door skirts, and rear quarter bed corners to round out the cladding package.
GMC also decided to follow through with the Syclone theme into the interior which featured the
same black and red piping door inserts and bucket seats â€” sans any headrest logo the
Syclone featured embroidered headrest logos , along with the same center console and shifter
as seen in the Syclone. The gauge cluster was also the same setup, however due to the non
turbo-charged powerplant of the Sonoma GT, the boost gauge is not included in the RPM
cluster. Only Sonoma GTs were ever produced in a variety of colors such as the standard
monochromatic black, apple red, white, aspen blue, teal, and forest green. Some and Sonomas
came with a factory equipped L35 W-code engine. For no specialty labeling or limited edition
tags were known to be used with the W-code engine. Production totals for these vehicles are
unknown. The Syclone was a high performance package for the model year. It came with
all-wheel drive, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes, a 4. Production was limited to just units. The
second-generation trucks arrived for the model year. All of the special models the Syclone,
Typhoon, and Sonoma GT were discontinued, but the changes to the pickup brought it in line
with its major competitor the Ford Ranger. The Iron Duke 4-cylinder and 2. In compliance with
the Clean Air Act , all second generation Ss and Sonomas equipped with air conditioning used
CFC-free Ra refrigerant beginning in the model year. The all new S didn't offer any airbag,
presumably as a temporary measure to economize the introduction of the new body styles, as
well as to gradually phase out steering wheel designs that didn't accommodate for airbags,
though the vehicle itself was slated for airbag capability. Many of the chassis components were
the same as the first generation the control arms between the first and second generation were
the same, originally sourced from GM's G-body platform , along with the steering knuckle, leaf
springs, and differential assembly but suspension and axles were greatly enhanced. Sport
utility models Blazer, Jimmy, Bravada came with thicker front and rear sway bars. Generally, for
the two-wheel drive trucks, the 8. This was also the year that GM introduced the ZR2 off-road
package. For , a driver's side air bag was added as well as daytime running lights. In the 4. In ,
the exterior, interior, [5] brakes, and 2. The SS package was replaced by the "Xtreme" package.
In , a crew cab option was added and was only available with four-wheel drive and an automatic
transmission. For the model year, the regular and extended cab models were discontinued; only
the crew cab model was retained. Base two-wheel drive models came with 15 x 6. On the
exterior, the front fascia was redesigned, and new wheel designs were added. The interior
received a full redesign, with "TheftLock" anti-theft functionality for most radios, improved
audio systems including newly-designed radios , new interior front door panels, an optional
combination cassette and CD player radio, redesigned keyless entry remotes, a new steering
wheel, dual airbags , a new instrument cluster with digital odometer and gear shift indicator for
automatic transmission-equipped models, and new seat fabrics. Leather-trimmed seating
surfaces were also introduced for the Crew Cab for the first time for the model year. Fewer than
3, SSs were produced yearly on average. The SS was discontinued in and was replaced by the S
Xtreme for the model year. The SS included a limited slip differential, lowered suspension
starting with the model year , cosmetic changes such as a different grille, body-colored
bumpers, inch wheels available from to , similar in design to the and Camaro Z28 with Chevrolet
"bowtie" logo center caps , and other minor cosmetic differences. All SS versions were regular
cabs, Xtremes were available with the "third door" extended cab. A step-side version was
available from to and until on the Xtreme. The ZR2 package was an off-road package available
for the second generation S In , Isuzu replaced its P'up with a version of the Louisiana-built
Chevrolet S, the Isuzu Hombre , based on the Brazilian market S the front grille and fenders are

based on the Brazilian S along with the truck bed sheetmetal. The Hombre differed from its GM
siblings mostly in the front sheetmetal, with different lights, grille, front bumper and front
fenders, which were more flared out. The rear quarter panels were also different, as they had a
slight flare over the wheel well to match the front fenders. The Hombre had a much smaller
range of equipment options compared to the S and Sonoma; a Spacecab extended cab, V6
engine and four-wheel drive were added for and available until Two trim levels were offered: the
base S and the uplevel XS. Hombres were also available with the S's aluminum wheels with
Isuzu center caps. Slow sales resulted in production ending in It would be another six years
before Isuzu re-entered the pick-up market with the i-Series , which formed the basis for the S's
successor, the Colorado. Although the North American version of the S-series was
discontinued in , the second generation S was still being built in Brazil until , when it was
replaced by a Brazilian-built version of the Chevrolet Colorado called the S In Brazil, until , the
third generation S offered a 2. Also, for the first time in Brazil, Chevrolet offered the flex-fuel S
with four-wheel drive. For the model, the S received a facelift and the flex-fuel 2. For , the
flex-fuel S now offers an automatic transmission, currently the market trend on these vehicles in
Brazil. Media related to Chevrolet S at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 1. Main article: GMC Syclone. See also: Chevrolet Colorado
second generation. Car and Driver. GMC's Syclone sport truck celebrates a quarter-century".
Hemmings Daily. American City Business Journals. Archived from the original on Retrieved CS1
maint: archived copy as title link. GMC , a marque of General Motors , light truck timeline,
international market, sâ€”present. Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General
Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category Commons. Isuzu vehicles. Elf Forward Giga.
Categories : Chevrolet trucks Flexible-fuel vehicles Pickup trucks Rear-wheel-drive vehicles
All-wheel-drive vehicles s cars s cars s cars Cars of Brazil Cars introduced in Motor vehicles
manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles
needing additional references from May All articles needing additional references Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Articles with unsourced statements
from September Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jack Finegan Brazilian version [4]. X [7].
Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV.
Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV.
Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV
D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Subcompact
car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size crossover. S Jimmy. K5 Jimmy. Yukon
XL. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Chevrolet S Blazer. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Four-door models get new Sport Package on the options list. It includes
two-tone paint, alloy wheels and chrome trim. A heavy-duty battery is standard on all models,
and 2WD Blazers can be equipped with inch alloy wheels. Front bench seat option will give
four-door models six-passenger capacity. Softer suspension available midyear with Tahoe LT
trim. Read more. Write a review See all 25 reviews. Best vehicle on planet. Has human
characteristics. This is the best vehicle ever produced by humanity. I won't comment on its
reliability or performance, as those before me have said enough. It also speaks for itself that I
am writing this review in , a quarter century after this vehicle was produced. What I want to
comment on is this vehicles character. Not many vehicles can be described as trustworthy,
responsive, resourceful, patriotic, resilient, just, responsible, patient, and loyal. But to attempt
to describe this vehicle without these words would be like describing Picasso without

mentioning his ability to make art, or to talk about Pavarotti without acknowledging his singing
chops. This vehicle will not let you down. Not because of the strength and durability of the
materials with which it was crafted, but because of its soul. It knows that you need safe, reliable
transportation. It knows that providing this transportation is it's role in your family. Like a an
older brother, this Blazer will look after you every mile of your journey. The Blazer will comfort
you, it will guide you, it will restore you. It will never let you down. Still runs like a dream. Still
the best. Read less. I got my Chevy s10 Blazer for my 16th birthday and I haven't had any
problems with it the people that I bought it from had all of the original receipts from parts that
they had put on they never had anything Major wrong with it just new brakes and oil changes
just like any other car I have found that the suv is very fun to drive and comfortable I wouldn't
trade it for the world. My honest review: This car has been in my family since new, father
suggested it for my grandma cause she likes trucks. Currently at k miles, she gave it to me in
the fall of when it had 60k, since then it has been a really great truck, i love it so much i dump a
lot of money into keeping it like operating like new, i changed things if i felt like it could possibly
break. The rust is the only huge complaint on this vehicle, i had to replace the both front
fenders and the fuel tank due to corrosion. This blazer was the first car i ever bought with my
own money. When I first got the car, it had all kinds of problems that I wasn't able to pick up on
when me and my dad took it for a test drive. The rear brakes weren't working, the pittman arms
and idler arms were both shot. See all 25 reviews of the Used Chevrolet S Blazer. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the S Blazer. Sign Up. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Skip to main content of results for " chevy s10 bumper". Skip to main
search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. International Shipping. More vehicle information needed We need more information for
your Chevrolet S10 to verify products fit. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 19 left in stock more
on the way. Amazon's Choice for chevy s10 bumper. FREE Shipping. Only 14 left in stock order soon. Best Seller in Automotive Clips. Lowest price in 30 days. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar
2. Limited time deal. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.

Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

